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Highly descriptive facial expressions Stories often reflect his liberal political beliefs Comedy with a deep
undercurrent of pathos On-screen and off-screen, favored the company of much younger women, who were
often innocent if troubled Walking with a waddle Despite film portrayals of him having brown eyes, Charlie
actually had striking blue eyes Trivia Destroyed the original negative of "The Sea Gull " before a number of
witnesses. The film never saw release, possibly because he was dismayed by the poor performance of his lead
actress Edna Purviance. Long after becoming a millionaire, he continued to live in a shabby hotel room, and
kept his studio checks in a trunk for months. He thought his period with Mutual was the most consistently
pleasant period in his career, although he felt that the plots of the films were too formualic for his taste. He
was 35 years old when he wed Lita Grey ; Lita was age He was 47 years old when he wed Paulette Goddard ;
Paulette was age On March 3, , his dead body was stolen from the Corsier-Sur-Vevey cemetery. It took until
May 18 when the police found the dead body. His Beverly Hills residence was known as "Breakaway House".
Designed by Chaplin himself and built by studio carpenters, it began falling to bits over the years, much to the
amusement of visitors. Built on Summit Drive in the Pickfair neighborhood, the house boasted a pipe organ
Chaplin continually used to entertain his guests in the great hall; he also screened his films there. His tennis
court was a hive of activity; even the elusive Greta Garbo was a frequent player. He seems to have been an
inspiring host; many of his guests joined in with his antics, and reflected that they had never been so funny
before or since--it was the influence of Chaplin. Father of Charles Chaplin Jr. First wife, Mildred Harris was
the mother of his first child, a son named Norman Spencer born July 7, The baby, who was nicknamed "The
Little Mouse", was born with severe disabilities and lived only three days. In her book, "Tramp: For the
occasion, children from the region performed a choreography dressed up as little tramps. A much-repeated
story claims that he once entered a Charlie Chaplin lookalike contest and finished third! In some versions of
the story, he came in second. Stan Laurel was his understudy on the English stage. When both Stan Laurel and
Chaplin moved to America they shared a room in a boarding house. Cooking was not allowed in the boarding
house where Stan Laurel and Chaplin stayed, so he would play the violin to cover up the sound of Laurel
frying up food on a hot plate. The only item that actually belonged to Chaplin was the whangee cane. On July
6, , he became the first actor to appear on the cover of Time magazine. After his body was recovered from
grave robbers, it was reburied in a vault surrounded by cement. In Spain, he had a different dubbing actor in
each of his sound films. The dubbing actor of Monsieur Verdoux is unknown at this time. Most people now
and during his lifetime believe that Chaplin had brown eyes because they had only seen him in black and
white with black eye makeup on. It fact they were very blue. Chaplin remarked in his autobiography that
people meeting him for the first time were always struck by his blue eyes. What blue eyes he has! Was an
accomplished musician who, in his later years, often reissued his silent films with scores he had composed
himself. It cannot be located and is now feared lost. His paternal grandparents were Spencer Chaplin, a
butcher from St. His heritage was English and Irish. Although Adolf Hitler was not at all a huge fan--in fact,
he had been misinformed that Charlie was Jewish, and therefore despised him--he was also well aware of how
beloved Charlie was throughout the world at that time, and that was the reason he grew the Chaplin mustache:
Facts on File, ISBN As a child, he was confined to a bed for weeks due to a serious illness. At night, his
mother would sit at the window and act out what was going on outside. This was a major reason Chaplin
became a comedian. He listed his half-brother Syd Chaplin , as his next of kin. Though his mother was still
alive, she was in a mental hospital. Did not receive screen credit on the many comedies he made for Keystone
in , as it was studio policy not to credit its actors any Keystone film that credits Chaplin is a reissue print. His
first screen credit appeared on His New Job , his first film for Essanay. Called Battleship Potemkin his favorite
movie. Is mentioned in the song called "Facts of Life" from Was 73 years old when his youngest son,
Christopher Chaplin, was born. He appeared on stage blowing kisses to the Hollywood audience with tears
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running down his face while he received a long standing ovation. Ironically, he won another Oscar the
following year. He and Buster Keaton had an interesting relationship. Long considered rivals but always
having avoided commenting about each other in the press, Chaplin hired Keaton for a part in Limelight At the
Golden Camera Awards in Berlin, Geraldine Chaplin told in a moving speech honoring Jerry Lewis about the
last time she saw her father alive. In all his years of living and working in the United States, he never became
a citizen. Profiled in in J. Palos Verdes Estates, CA: Up until his last few movies, he never shot with a
working script. He spent his nights during filming, critiquing the rushes with his assistant directors. A Drama
of Fate in His trademark character The Tramp appeared in about 70 movies, shorts and features, during a
period of 26 years, from the one-reeler Kid Auto Races at Venice to his triumphant feature The Great Dictator
His film The Great Dictator was banned in Germany. Once worked as a butler in England, a job he enjoyed.
She was also in and out of mental hospitals throughout her life. First actor to be nominated for a single
Academy Award Best Actor for a film in which he was credited as portraying two different characters. Was an
agnostic who believed in some sort of "Supreme Force", according to his son Charles Chaplin Jr. His father,
with whom he lived for only a brief period of time in his childhood while his mother was committed to a
mental asylum, died as the result of alcohol abuse at age 37, when Charlie was age One explanation could be
that Chaplin expressed disdain for the Academy Awards early on; according to his son Charles Chaplin Jr.
However, apparently, his view on the Awards changed with time, as he accepted and seemed touched by his
second Honorary Award in According to his daughter Geraldine Chaplin , in the last years of his life, Chaplin
began to worry that he might not be remembered after his death. This was a major reason why he allowed his
trademark character, the Little Tramp to appear on several commercial products in the s. He was born four
days before Adolf Hitler. One of the last movies he saw and very much enjoyed was Rocky He remained in
remarkably good physical and mental shape for most of his life, still playing tennis regularly well into his 70s
and working constantly. However, after the completion of what turned out to be his last film, A Countess from
Hong Kong , his health began to visibly deteriorate. Cinematic genius that he was, he never won an Academy
Award in an acting category, his only Oscar victory being in the capacity of composer. Once played Sherlock
Holmes in a one-act play. While visiting Winston Churchill in England in , Chaplin found him studying
newspapers and looking worried. When Chaplin asked what was disturbing him, Churchill replied,
"Germany". Spent some of his spare time in the tiny village of Waterville on the southern tip of Ireland. There
is a life-sized statue of Chaplin on the edge of a waterfront park in the village. As of , he is the only person to
receive a minute standing ovation at the Academy Awards when he appeared to accept an honorary award "for
the incalculable effect he has had in making motion pictures the art form of this century". It is the longest in
the history of the Academy Awards. Ince died under mysterious circumstances. Hearst pulled out a gun and
chased Chaplin onto the deck. He fired at Chaplin but hit and killed Ince instead. Pictured as his Little Tramp
character on a Vatican City commemorative postage stamp celebrating the th anniversary of his birth , issued 8
May Price on the day of issue was EUR0. His favorite composer is reported to have been Richard Wagner
Although Chaplin was naturally unable to compose synchronized musical scores to his films until the advent
of sound films beginning with City Lights , he is said to have provided several prominent film theaters with
sheets of self-composed music to be played by orchestras to his films at least as far back as , beginning with
The Kid He was nominated for writing, acting, directing, and producing The Circus , in the first Academy
Awards. However, they removed him from the competition and gave him a special award for "acting, writing,
directing and producing The Circus. He died the day before director Howard Hawks. In the Serbian capital of
Belgrade, there is a street called Charles Chaplin ser. When he was 13 years old in London, he went into the
Crown Public House in Borough, and asked the landlord for a glass of water. This turned out, the landlord was
the serial killer George Chapman, who poisoned his three wives. Chapman--also known as Seweryn
Antonowicz Klosowski , his original Polish name--was also a suspect in the murders committed by the serial
killer known as Jack the Ripper. He was known as the "Borough poisoner". Karachkina, discoverer of
asteroids, named one of them Chaplin. It resides in the asteroid "belt" between Mars and Jupiter and appears
as a magnitude
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Some guy in his early 20s with wild, bushy hair, a wisp of a beard, wearing a pink-and-white striped tank top a
muscle shirt showing little muscle , glasses so oversized they now look like goggles or perhaps a Harry Caray
homage , and a cockeyed, goofy grin. What was I thinking? If this scrawny, scraggly geek was initially
unrecognizable to my daughters as their father, he was barely recognizable to me. At different stages of your
life, you look different, think different, act different. And, in the case of recording artists, sound different.
Many of us have some photos tucked away that might embarrass if we shared them with the public at large as
if the public at large were all that interested. While it has been two decades since his debut album as a year-old
wonderboy and a full decade since his last disc, the new Cruel And Gentle Things -- to be released September
13 on Back Porch Records -- shows he has reached a rich, reflective place in his life, though it also suggests
the struggle it has been for him to get there. No one has enjoyed or endured a career like Sexton, who has
recorded only four albums under his own name over that span of twenty years, plus one as a founding member
of the bluesier Arc Angels and another with his brother Will that remains unreleased. For those of us who have
watched him come of age, the very fact that Charlie Sexton, the perennial phenom, is now 37 years old is
unfathomable. Not that he has been sitting at home playing dominos during the interim. From an early age, it
was obvious to everyone that Charlie was going places. It was as if the music industry had performed a Dr. I
had a rockabilly band when I signed with MCA, but then the Stray Cats had their big hit, and it was like that
fifteen minutes had ended. There was somewhere else to go, because I had all these interests. I know other
things, too. And a lot of times it goes hand in hand. Its organic arrangements have Sexton playing piano as
well as a variety of string instruments, without a single electric guitar solo. Spare and subtle, the music never
hits the listener over the head, but insinuates itself beneath the skin. The more you listen, the deeper it sounds.
Though Under The Wishing Tree died a commercial death, it provided the creative breakthrough that
continues to pay dividends ten years later on Cruel And Gentle Things. Austin was particularly crazy with the
hippie thing and all the drugs. There were some bad scenes, bad characters, bad situations. Everyone so
proudly waved that banner of freedom, but unfortunately nothing is free, and the ones who paid were the
children of that generation. Wishing Tree dealt with the fallout from all that freedom. When Charlie was born
in , his mother was still a kid herself, a free-spirited year-old who liked music and loved to party. His father
went to prison on a drug bust when Charlie was four and his younger brother Will was two. During their
formative years, the brothers Sexton spent more time and got more of an education in the music clubs of
Austin than they did in school. Charlie began playing guitar at age 5 and left home at age By the time he was
16, when other kids were obsessed with Friday night football and worried about Monday morning geometry,
Charlie was a high school dropout with a big record contract and a Saturday night gig. When I first met Sexton
twenty years ago, he was an uncommonly polite and unguarded year-old, enjoying his national breakthrough
hit while experiencing a pretty severe backlash in Austin. I figured it was a novelty feature: It was hard not to
like him, hard not to root for him. If the folks back home were laughing at Charlie, he was plainly having the
last laugh on the road. It quickly appeared that the West Coast entertainment industry had adopted Charlie as a
pet prodigy, just as Austin had earlier. When I approached Charlie after the first set, he was as polite as ever
but more guarded than previously. In fact, he soon found himself with competing projects that pulled him in
very different directions. Taking an occasional break from the serious songwriting he was doing, Sexton began
jamming with the other three, playing around with a high-octane band of barroom blues. They enjoyed the
musical interaction so much they decided to book a few dates, dubbing themselves the Arc Angels, cranking
the amps and pinning ears to the wall within the close confines of the Continental. Chris and Tommy had
come out of a really horrific situation, and Stevie and them had been real good to me when I was a kid. It was
on a human level, a spiritual thing, a way of giving back. It was the album that should have given Sexton his
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critical breakthrough -- to my ears, it was the most ambitious release and one of the best by an Austin artist
during the decade I lived there -- but it never got widely heard. In the wake of that failure, Sexton embarked
on more changes at the same time the music industry was struggling through big changes. Corporate
consolidation and confusion put the whole project into extended limbo. The new label cut the brothers loose,
and Charlie had no idea what to do next. But, luckily, Bob called. He has been great to me since the first
second I met him 21 years ago. The Dylan experience plainly left its mark, as the opening track to the new
album attests. The original verse was just way too long, because I was trying to explain everything, for it all to
make sense. He says he takes as much satisfaction from studio sessions with other artists as he does in making
his own albums. While Car Wheels had proven both a creative triumph and a career breakthrough for
Williams, its troubled sessions had seen her work through three different attempts with different producers in
different cities to record it before she was satisfied. Initially enlisted to play guitar on Essence -- as he had for
the final Car Wheels sessions -- Sexton was brought back to salvage some tracks that had gone awry, when it
appeared that the album might be heading down as bumpy a road as Car Wheels. You take some time off, go
to the bookstore, do whatever you want to do. The artists I love, they do a certain thing, and I go to that well to
taste that water.
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A horse-drawn carriage pulled up and they were approached by two men who offered the boys candy and
fireworks if they would take a ride with them. The boys agreed and they all proceeded through Philadelphia to
a store where Walter was directed to buy fireworks inside with 25 cents given to him. Walter did so, but the
carriage left without him. Charley Ross was never seen again. They arrived in the form of notes mailed from
post offices in Philadelphia and elsewhere, all written in an odd hand and in a coarse, semi-literate style with
many simple words misspelled. Christian Ross owned a small dry goods store, and the family lived in a large
house. Seeing no way to pay the ransom, Christian Ross went to the police. The kidnapping soon became
national news. A popular song based on the crime was composed by Dexter Smith and W. Brockway, entitled
"Bring Back Our Darling". They were Bill Mosher and Joe Douglas, career criminals who had recently been
released from jail. Mosher was killed instantly while Douglas was mortally wounded, but managed to live
about two more hours and was able to communicate with Holmes. Everyone present was shaken by the
experience, and there is no clear consensus regarding exactly what Douglas said. Most agree that Douglas said
that there was no point in lying as he knew he was mortally wounded so he admitted that he and Mosher had
abducted Ross. His further statements, if any, are more controversial. He either said that Ross was killed, or
that Mosher knew where Ross was, possibly adding that he would be returned unharmed to the Rosses within
a few days. Walter Ross was taken to New York City to look at the bodies of Mosher and Douglas so as to
determine if they were the men from the carriage ride. Walter confirmed that they were the same men who
took the boys from in front of their home the previous summer. Mosher in particular was very identifiable as
he had a distinctively malformed nose, which Walter had described to police as a "monkey nose". For most,
the issue of who the men in the carriage were was settled beyond reasonable doubt, but Charley Ross was still
missing. He was tried in for kidnapping. Walter Ross, for one, insisted that Westervelt was not one of the men
in the carriage that took them away. Westervelt was found to be not guilty of the kidnapping. However, he was
found guilty of a lesser conspiracy charge and served six years in prison. He always maintained his own
innocence and swore that he did not know the whereabouts of Charley Ross. By , the media interest in the case
had begun to wane. To renew interest, Ross had the book reprinted and began giving lectures in Boston. All
proved to be imposters. By that time, Walter Ross was an adult and was working as a stockbroker. In
interviews, he said that he and his three sisters still received letters from middle aged men claiming to be his
brother. He died in December still claiming that he was Charley Ross. The Charley Project, a major missing
persons database, is named for Charley Ross. Mencken noted a prank had been played on a public address
announcer by someone getting him to continually summon a "Charles Ross" to the press area.
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His father was a versatile vocalist and actor; and his mother, known under the stage name of Lily Harley, was
an attractive actress and singer, who gained a reputation for her work in the light opera field. Charlie was
thrown on his own resources before he reached the age of ten as the early death of his father and the
subsequent illness of his mother made it necessary for Charlie and his brother, Sydney, to fend for themselves.
Chaplin aged 9 or 10, at the time he toured with the Eight Lancashire Lads Having inherited natural talents
from their parents, the youngsters took to the stage as the best opportunity for a career. At the close of this
engagement, Charlie started a career as a comedian in vaudeville, which eventually took him to the United
States in as a featured player with the Fred Karno Repertoire Company. When the Fred Karno troupe returned
to the United States in the fall of for a repeat tour, Chaplin was offered a motion picture contract. He finally
agreed to appear before the cameras at the expiration of his vaudeville commitments in November ; and his
entrance in the cinema world took place that month when he joined Mack Sennett and the Keystone Film
Company. Kid Auto Races at Venice , the first film released in which Chaplin wore the Tramp costume At the
completion of his Sennett contract, Chaplin moved on to the Essanay Company at a large increase. The
following year Charlie was even more in demand and signed with the Mutual Film Corporation for a much
larger sum to make 12 two-reel comedies. To that end, he busied himself with the construction of his own
studios. This plant was situated in the heart of the residential section of Hollywood at La Brea Avenue. After
this production, he turned his attention to a national tour on behalf of the war effort, following which he made
a film the US government used to popularize the Liberty Loan drive: His next commercial venture was the
production of a comedy dealing with the war. Griffith to found the United Artists Corporation. The stock of
United Artists was divided equally among the founders. This arrangement introduced a new method into the
industry. Heretofore, producers and distributors had been the employers, paying salaries and sometimes a
share of the profits to the stars. Under the United Artists system, the stars became their own employers. They
had to do their own financing, but they received the producer profits that had formerly gone to their employers
and each received his share of the profits of the distributing organization. The comments on each film outlined
below are taken from articles by David Robinson. So early in , he came out with a six-reel masterpiece: The
Kid , in which he introduced to the screen one of the greatest child actors the world has ever known - Jackie
Coogan. Then, feeling the need for a complete rest from his motion picture activities, Chaplin sailed for
Europe in September London, Paris, Berlin and other capitals on the continent gave him tumultuous
receptions. A crowd welcomes Chaplin in London, After an extended vacation, Chaplin returned to
Hollywood to resume his picture work and start his active association with United Artists. Under his
arrangement with U. After seventy films in which he himself had appeared in every scene, he now directed a
picture in which he merely walked on for a few seconds as an unbilled and unrecognisable extra â€” a porter at
a railroad station. Until this time, every film had been a comedy. A Woman of Paris was a romantic drama.
This was not a sudden impulse. For a long time Chaplin had wanted to try his hand at directing a serious film.
Chaplin signs a poster for A Woman of Paris The Gold Rush Chaplin generally strove to separate his work
from his private life; but in this case the two became inextricably and painfully mixed. Searching for a new
leading lady, he rediscovered Lillita MacMurray, whom he had employed, as a pretty year-old, in The Kid.
Still not yet sixteen, Lillita was put under contract and re-named Lita Grey. Chaplin and Lita Grey sign the
contract for The Gold Rush Chaplin quickly embarked on a clandestine affair with her; and when the film was
six months into shooting, Lita discovered she was pregnant. Chaplin found himself forced into a marriage
which brought misery to both partners, though it produced two sons, Charles Jr and Sydney Chaplin. But as
late as , it seemed, this was a film he preferred to forget. The reason was not the film itself, but the deeply
fraught circumstances surrounding its making. Chaplin on the set of The Circus after a fire raged through the
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studio during the ninth month of shooting, destroying sets and props. As if his domestic troubles were not
enough, the film seemed fated to catastrophe of every kind. In the late s, after the years spent trying to forget
it, Chaplin returned to The Circus to re-release it with a new musical score of his own composition. It seemed
to symbolize his reconciliation to the film which cost him so much stress. By the time it was completed he had
spent two years and eight months on the work, with almost days of actual shooting. The marvel is that the
finished film betrays nothing of this effort and anxiety. Even before he began City Lights , the sound film was
firmly established. This new revolution was a bigger challenge to Chaplin than to other silent stars. His Tramp
character was universal. His mime was understood in every part of the world. But if the Tramp now began to
speak in English, that world-wide audience would instantly shrink. Chaplin boldly solved the problem by
ignoring speech, and making City Lights in the way he had always worked before, as a silent film. However
he astounded the press and the public by composing the entire score for City Lights. Chaplin with Albert
Einstein and his wife at the City Lights premiere The premieres were among the most brilliant the cinema had
ever seen. City Lights was a critical triumph. Modern Times Chaplin was acutely preoccupied with the social
and economic problems of this new age. In and he had left Hollywood behind, to embark on an month world
tour. In Europe, he had been disturbed to see the rise of nationalism and the social effects of the Depression, of
unemployment and of automation. He read books on economic theory; and devised his own Economic
Solution, an intelligent exercise in utopian idealism, based on a more equitable distribution not just of wealth
but of work. Machinery should benefit mankind. Chaplin, out of costume, rehearses the famous feeding
machine sequence In Modern Times Chaplin set out to transform his observations and anxieties into comedy.
In the film Chaplin plays a dual role â€”a Jewish barber who lost his memory in a plane accident in the first
war, and spent years in hospital before being discharged into an antisemite country that he does not
understand, and Hynkel, the dictator leader of Tomania, whose armies are the forces of the Double Cross, and
who will do anything along those lines to increase his possibilities for becoming emperor of the world. The
agreement was signed in , but Chaplin took four more years to complete the script. Limelight Not surprisingly,
then, in choosing his next subject he deliberately sought escape from disagreeable contemporary reality. He
found it in bitter-sweet nostalgia for the world of his youth â€” the world of the London music halls at the
opening of the 20th century, where he had first discovered his genius as an entertainer. It was when on the
boat travelling with his family to the London premiere of Limelight that Chaplin learned that his re-entry pass
to the United States had been rescinded based on allegations regarding his morals and politics. Chaplin
therefore remained in Europe, and settled with his family at the Manoir de Ban in Corsier sur Vevey,
Switzerland, with view of lake and mountains. What a difference from California. He and Oona went on to
have four more children, making a total of eight. Chaplin himself had bitter personal experience of the
American malaise of that time. To take up film making again, as an exile, was a challenging undertaking. He
was now nearing For almost forty years he had enjoyed the luxury of his own studio and a staff of regular
employees, who understood his way of work. Now though he had to work with strangers, in costly and
unfriendly rented studios. The film shows the strain. The film started as a project called Stowaway in the s,
planned for Paulette Goddard. The film was unsuccessful at the box office, but Petula Clark had one or two hit
records with songs from the soundtrack music and the music continues to be very popular. An accomplished
musician, though self-taught, he played a variety of instruments with equal skill and facility playing violin and
cello left-handed. He was also a composer, having written and published many songs, among them:
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Monash University Archives, Charles Perkins was perhaps not only the most influential Aborigine of modern
times, but also must be numbered among the outstanding Australians of the century. Perkins, who has died in
Sydney aged 64, was the product of a fractured childhood, and spent most of his life in the eye of controversy.
This arose from the struggle for recognition, equal rights and equal treatment for his people. He conducted the
campaign for his people with a searing wit, a sharp tongue and a keen appreciation of how to grab media
attention. So energetic was his pursuit of Aboriginal rights that many did not know that for over three decades
he suffered poor health, and was tied to a dialysis machine for several years after his kidneys failed in He got
a new lease of life with a transplant in , though he could never again be entirely relaxed about his health.
Perkins understood shock value and he named discrimination when he saw it. He went to the heart of the
Australian power system in seeking change, but never gave up the option of street protest. His unwavering
commitment to the Aboriginal cause brought him acclaim and criticism. Perhaps it was his unrelenting
enthusiasm that sometimes made more moderate indigenous activists cringe and outraged some whites. He
later retreated from this, but was criticised for going too far. Perkins entered the Aboriginal political stage in
the late s, a time his biographer, the Canberra historian, Dr Peter Read, believes marked the beginning of two
decades that were the high-water mark of 20th centrury Aboriginal progress, following the s efforts of the
Patten brothers, William Cooper and the post-World War II campaigns of Bert Groves, Doug Nicholls,
Margaret Lilardia Tucker and others. But that ended with the advent of Perkins, who began to match rhetoric
with action which swept aside the prevailing welfare mentality, with its non-confrontationist evolutionary
approach, by showing that Aborigines no longer needed to endure discrimination. This exposed and led to the
breaking of both formal and informal segregation in a string of north-western NSW towns, of which among
the most notorious were Moree, Walget and Wellington. Before the lure of soccer brought him to Sydney from
Adelaide in March , Perkins had already emerged as a spokesman for the Aboriginal reform movement. But
when he left Sydney in February , Perkins was just a student leader. Of course, it was not a lone effort. On his
journey back, he explored the mystical world of Aboriginal law and was initiated into the Arrernte tribe, to
which he belonged. He also became president of the Arrernte Council of Central Australia. It was a long but
rewarding journey for Perkins who was born on 16 June in the old Alice Springs telegraph station to an
Aboriginal mother and a European father. Some have said he is not a member of the stolen generations
because his mother, Hetti, allowed an Anglican Priest, Father Percy Smith, to take him at the age of 10 to an
Anglican hostel for boys in Adelaide. In Adelaide he trained as a fitter and turner and worked at British Tube
Mills. But his absorbing interest was sport. From the time he was introduced to it, soccer became an integral
part of his life and remained a life-time love. He became a top South Australian representative and was judged
one of the best players in Australia. For several years, between and he played in Britain for the Liverpool club
of Everton, though he did not make the first division. He was on the verge of taking up a tempting offer from
Manchester United when another, less lucrative but appealing, one from the Adelaide-based Croatia club
enticed him back to Australia. Later, a move to Sydney, which led to him playing for the Pan-Hellenic Club
and then Bankstown, gave him the financial base to help him matriculate and study for an arts degree at
Sydney University. Her loyalty, love and unwavering support was a rock of stability throughout his adult life,
and especially during and after the events of But the foundation laid by the Freedom Rides had still to be built
upon. Also established was an Office of Aboriginal Affairs, with diplomat Barrie Dexter as director, and to
which in Perkins was appointed as senior research officer. When a fully fledged Department of Aboriginal
Affairs was created in with Dexter as Secretary Perkins was part of it, believing that the Aboriginal campaign
could be advanced by working from within the system. That was why he had come to Canberra with such high
hopes, but found his early years in the bureaucracy frustrating. Though he did eventually make his way to the
top of the bureaucratic ladder, he was never the mute, traditional public servant. He remained the stirrer and
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agitator. A few days after his suspension, Perkins became a hero when he confronted and helped disarm a
gun-carrying Aboriginal, Bobby McLeod, who had been threatening two senior departmental officers, Frank
Moy and Jeremy Long with a. He took advantage of this to complete his autobiography, A Bastard Like Me,
on a Literature Board grant, was appointed general secretary of the National Aborigines Consultative
Committee and went overseas to suggestions by Cavanagh that he was making an international tour to defame
and denigrate Australia. His rise through the ranks then gathered momentum and he became a first assistant
secretary of the department in and deputy Secretary in before resigning in to become chairman of the new
Aboriginal Development Commission. However, his new eminence and increased responsibilities did not
silence him. He also clashed with his minister, Ian Wilson, in a dispute over whether he Perkins should lead
land-rights marches at the Brisbane Commonwealth Games. Despite his unpredictable, mercurial and
emotional nature, Perkins was still seen as the key political player in the Aboriginal community. Again, as the
bicentennial year began, he was branded a racist after calling for curbs on Asian immigration. Then before the
year was out, turmoil again and a clash with another minister, Gerry Hand, over the politicking surrounding
the establishment of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island Commission. After being cleared of the
allegations against him, he went to Sydney and set himself up as a consultant. Later, he retreated to Alice
Springs, there to find renewal as he explored the depths of his Aboriginality. But he never severed his links
with a range of sporting and cultural bodies, through which he was still able to have input into Aboriginal
affairs. Although always a fierce critic of ATSIC, he joined it in and became deputy chairman, again pursuing
his philosophy of fighting from the inside. He remained as deputy chairman until resigning unexpectedly in to
become a consultant to the Australian Sports Commission, mentoring Aboriginal athletes. Despite the gains
made by Aborigines since the s, particularly in managing their own affairs, in land rights and then the Mabo
native-title decision, for Perkins it had not gone far enough. Of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs, where
his career had run so hot and cold, he considered mistakes had been made a lot of things done better. However,
it had done a lot of good things which balanced the bad. At the end of the day, he still regarded economic
integration - work, jobs, training - as the key to Aboriginal success. In his view that was the way for
Aborigines to get a slice of the action and get political and social power. He was always disappointed at the
rate of progress in Aborigines obtaining equality and justice. After the Freedom Rides he thought it would take
10 years. For all that, Perkins gave the fight his best shot and made a major contribution, both to the way
Aborigines were perceived in Australian society and the general advancement of his people. In he was named
Aboriginal of the year and in , Sydney University awarded him an honorary doctorate of law. Whether the way
Perkins fought for the Aboriginal cause was the most effective is a matter for later judgment. It was a passion
that burnt brightly throughout his life. He is survived by his wife Eileen, two daughters, Hetti and Rachel, and
a son, Adam. Charles Nelson Perkins, born 16 June ; died 18 October
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He ran away after 4 days, stole a car, and committed several armed robberies. When caught, he was sent to the
Indiana School for Boys in Plainfield, Indiana, where he claims he was repeatedly raped. Once again Charlie
escaped and stole a car, this time heading towards California. He was arrested in Utah, and because he had
taken a stolen car across state lines, Charlie had violated the Dyer Act, a federal law. The two headed to
California in a stolen car, and once again Manson had violated the Dyer Act; he was arrested in Los Angeles 3
months later. Rosalie was pregnant, so a sympathetic judge gave Charlie probation, which he soon broke. He
was sentenced to 3 years at Terminal Island Prison. Shortly after Charles Manson Jr. Manson was released
from Terminal Island in September of , and began pimping a few girls in Hollywood. Once again he had
broken a federal law, because the check was stolen from a mailbox; he was given a ten-year suspended
sentence. It was around that time that Manson married a girl named Leona. Manson was ordered to serve the
ten-year suspended sentence he had received for cashing the stolen check. While serving his sentence, he
learned how to play the guitar and became interested in Scientology. Meanwhile, Leona served Charlie with
divorce papers after she gave birth to his second son, Charles Luther Manson. He requested that they let him
stay in jail, but the warden told Charlie he had to leave. Charlie moved upstate to the Haight-Ashbury district
of San Francisco. With his guitar and philosophies, Charlie finally found a place to fit in. It was there that he
met Mary Brunner , and the family was born. Charlie and Mary traveled around California, and the family
began to take shape, as more and more people decided to travel with them. Through a prison friend, Manson
had some contacts at Universal Studios; the family soon found themselves bumping elbows with the rich and
famous at posh parties in the Hollywood hills. Charlie quoted the Bible so well that Universal hired him to
consult on a film about the second coming of Christ. Wilson became close with Manson, nicknaming him
"The Wizard". He let Charlie and the family stay at his mansion, drive his cars and take his clothes. But more
importantly to Charlie, Wilson wanted to sign Manson to his record label. Melcher, the son of Doris Day, was
a record producer and Jakobson was a talent scout working for him. Crowe threaten the family , so Manson
met with him and shot him in the stomach. Around the same time, news organizations reported the murder of a
Black Panther, and Charlie believed it was Crowe. This increased paranoia among the family , and they started
gathering more weapons, fearing retribution from the Panthers. Manson and Watson entered the home of Leno
and Rosemary Labianca. Manson, Susan Atkins , Steve Grogan , and Linda Kasabian spent the rest of the
night driving around looking for other people to murder. Charlie and the family were arrested on August 16,
for suspicion of auto theft, but were released because the search warrant was misdated. The family then moved
to the Barker Ranch near Death Valley, and it was there, that the family was finally apprehended in October of
Manson has always claimed that he was innocent of ordering the murders; however, the jury felt otherwise.
Manson was convicted of 7 counts of First Degree Murder, 1 count of Conspiracy to Commit Murder and
subsequently sentenced to death in the gas chamber. Manson was also convicted of 2 more counts of First
Degree Murder for the murders of Gary Hinman and Donald "Shorty" Shea , in which he received a sentence
of life imprisonment. Manson was sent to San Quentin to await his death sentence. Manson has been attacked
2 times in jail; once by a member of the Aryan Brotherhood, and once by a Hare Krishna. The latter doused
Charlie with paint thinner, and set him on fire over an argument the two were having over religion. Manson
received 2nd and 3rd degree burns, mostly to his face and scalp. PHU inmates like Manson, are able to take
advantage of educational and support programs, and have designated days to visit the Law Library. Manson is
free to interact with other PHU inmates, and can leave his cell to go to the dayroom in the morning and early
afternoon, and to the yard in the evenings. PHU inmates can make collect telephone calls, can have contact
visits twice a week, and can even have televisions in their cells.
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There is no official record of his birth, although Chaplin believed he was born at East Street , Walworth , in
South London. Hannah, the daughter of a shoemaker, [7] had a brief and unsuccessful career under the stage
name Lily Harley, [8] while Charles Sr. The boys were promptly sent to Norwood Schools, another institution
for destitute children. He later recalled making his first amateur appearance at the age of five years, when he
took over from Hannah one night in Aldershot. By the time the act finished touring in July , the year-old had
become an accomplished comedic performer. Karno was initially wary, and considered Chaplin a "pale, puny,
sullen-looking youngster" who "looked much too shy to do any good in the theatre. It was a big success, and
Chaplin received considerable press attention. A representative who had seen his performances thought he
could replace Fred Mace , a star of their Keystone Studios who intended to leave. Chaplin strongly disliked the
picture, but one review picked him out as "a comedian of the first water". He described the process in his
autobiography: I added a small moustache, which, I reasoned, would add age without hiding my expression. I
had no idea of the character. But the moment I was dressed, the clothes and the makeup made me feel the
person he was. I began to know him, and by the time I walked on stage he was fully born. These ideas were
dismissed by his directors. Sennett kept him on, however, when he received orders from exhibitors for more
Chaplin films. He soon recruited a leading lady â€” Edna Purviance , whom Chaplin met in a cafe and hired
on account of her beauty. She went on to appear in 35 films with Chaplin over eight years; [79] the pair also
formed a romantic relationship that lasted into Shops were stocked with Chaplin merchandise, he was
featured in cartoons and comic strips, and several songs were written about him. Here he shows off some of
his merchandise, c. Freuler, the studio president, explained: Chaplin this large sum annually because the
public wants Chaplin and will pay for him. The Mutual contract stipulated that he release a two-reel film every
four weeks, which he had managed to achieve. With the new year, however, Chaplin began to demand more
time. It was around this time that Chaplin began to conceive the Tramp as "a sort of Pierrot ", or sad clown. In
January , Chaplin was visited by leading British singer and comedian Harry Lauder , and the two acted in a
short film together. It is quality, not quantity, we are after. In it, Chaplin demonstrated his increasing concern
with story construction and his treatment of the Tramp as "a sort of Pierrot ". Associates warned him against
making a comedy about the war but, as he later recalled: Frustrated with their lack of concern for quality, and
worried about rumours of a possible merger between the company and Famous Players-Lasky , Chaplin joined
forces with Douglas Fairbanks , Mary Pickford , and D. Griffith to form a new distribution company â€”
United Artists , established in January They refused and insisted that he complete the final six films owed.
Before the creation of United Artists, Chaplin married for the first time. The year-old actress Mildred Harris
had revealed that she was pregnant with his child, and in September , he married her quietly in Los Angeles to
avoid controversy. Norman Spencer Chaplin was born malformed and died three days later. The Pilgrim â€”
his final short film â€” was delayed by distribution disagreements with the studio, and released a year later. In
November , he began filming A Woman of Paris , a romantic drama about ill-fated lovers. In real life, he
explained, "men and women try to hide their emotions rather than seek to express them". Chaplin returned to
comedy for his next project. Setting his standards high, he told himself "This next film must be an epic! With
Georgia Hale as his new leading lady, Chaplin began filming the picture in February Mirroring the
circumstances of his first union, Lita Grey was a teenage actress, originally set to star in the film, whose
surprise announcement of pregnancy forced Chaplin into marriage. She was 16 and he was 35, meaning
Chaplin could have been charged with statutory rape under California law. I was a pantomimist and in that
medium I was unique and, without false modesty, a master. Chaplin was cynical about this new medium and
the technical shortcomings it presented, believing that "talkies" lacked the artistry of silent films. It was a
challenging production that lasted 21 months, [] with Chaplin later confessing that he "had worked himself
into a neurotic state of wanting perfection". One journalist wrote, "Nobody in the world but Charlie Chaplin
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could have done it. He remained convinced that sound would not work in his films, but was also "obsessed by
a depressing fear of being old-fashioned. He briefly considered retiring and moving to China. It was these
concerns that stimulated Chaplin to develop his new film. Like its predecessor, Modern Times employed
sound effects but almost no speaking. She eventually divorced Chaplin in Mexico in , citing incompatibility
and separation for more than a year.
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